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The Source
The meeting was called to order at 1907. Quorum was established.. Ward appointed notetaker
and Mudd facilitator. The Treasurer´s Report was unavailable.
The Green Council Report was presented with overall impression that there was a good turnout
for the meeting and that it was successful. GPAMA presented the Holtec letter which was
slightly modified (Yucca Mountain reference removed) and accepted by the Council to submit as
GPNM. GPTC reported that they expected the LANL resolution to be presented to the Taos
Town Council in August. Information about a new organization in Taos to replace the Poor
People´s Campaign will be shared. Social media protocol was adopted. GPNM will join GPUS
media list. There was consensus that it would be good for GPSF to be active again.
The glyphosate petition was discussed with Kulp indicating he had five sheets of signatures and
that he would enter those into a spreadsheet provided by Ward. Estimated total number of
signatures is 400+. Verchinski will contact CoA again about IPRA request and touch base with
Alfreds about what feedback he received.
UNM Welcome Back Days was discussed as a tabling option, but it was determined that
GPAMA principals with the means to transport materials would be out of town on Friday, August
23, the day designated for community groups.
We decided to participate in the march, Rise at the Rio for Climate, Water, Jobs and Justice, on
Saturday, September 8, 2018 at 9 AM - 1 PM, 540 Bridge Blvd, SW, Albuquerque. We will plan
to table as well at Dolores Huerta Gateway Park afterward.
Other brief discussions included the need to update the state platform, have more co-ordinated
output, and the possibility of canvassing state legislators about the goals of Move To Amend.
There was consideration of participating in the State Fair Parade again this year, but it was
determined that it conflicted with the climate march.
The GPUS 2018 Candidate Telethon on Facebook was announced and flyers distributed. Greens
were encouraged to watch the broadcast on Saturday, August 18, 1:00 p.m . EDT. There may be
movement again on the attempt to allow fracking in souther Sandoval County, and citizens may
request a moratorium.
Meeting adjourned.

